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-How to introduce NP into this setup? We borrow

from a recent theoretical description of neutrino 

oscillation observables in a QFT framework

[Falkowski, González-Alonso, & Tabrizi, ‘20].
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Neutrino oscillation observables in QFT

Unique features when:

-NP effects present both on production and detection

-Flavor-violating couplings

Adapted from [Falkowski, González-Alonso, & Tabrizi, ‘20]
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Neutrino oscillation observables in QFT

Adapted from [Falkowski, González-Alonso, & Tabrizi, ‘20]

NP effects easy to

implement in the

production/detection

amplitudes! 

WEFT
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NEW!

Indirect NP effects

from SM inputs 
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-Main observable at COHERENT:

Extracted from our 

knowledge about the pion 

and muon decay laws

𝑵𝒔 → 𝑵𝑺(𝒕)



NP at the COHERENT experiment
-Main observable at COHERENT:

Calculated to include NP 

contributions, nuclear 

effects and experimental 

corrections
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-Linear marginalized limits → only (flavor diagonal) detection WCs remain:

-We produce predictions in the WEFT for the measured distributions in CsI and Ar at 

COHERENT

(Lepton-flavor

universal limit)
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Results
-Flavor blind SMEFT matching (𝑈(3)5 scheme):

How do these results fit into the EWPO global fit?

(Z & W-pole data, atomic PV, tau decays…)
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Results
-Impact on the SMEFT EW global fit (general scheme):
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COHERENT

EWPO w/o 

COHERENT

Update of [Falkowski, González-Alonso, & Mimouni, ‘17]



Results
-Production and detection WCs together:

Relevant setup for models with explicit EW symmetry: 



Conclusions
We have succesfully applied an EFT-based formalism for the description of BSM 

physics at the COHERENT experiment:

- understand the UV meaning and limitations of the production/detection NSIs 

- take into account NP in production & detection 

- take into account NP affecting SM input

- connect with specific NP models or interactions (e.g. leptoquarks)" 

We have quantitatively determined the impact of NP coming from production

We have incorporated the COHERENT information into the SMEFT electroweak

global fit
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Extra: EFTs for low energy observables

NP                ~ 10 TeV

SM                ~ 1 TeV

~ GeV

ℒ(x) = ℒ SM, bSM

ℒ𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ℒ𝑆𝑀 +
1

Λ2


𝑖

𝑐𝑖𝑂𝑖
𝑑=6

ℒ𝑑→𝑢𝑙−ഥν𝑙 = −
4𝐺𝐹𝑉𝑖𝑗

2
ҧ𝑙𝐿𝛾𝜇ν · ത𝑢𝛾

𝜇𝑑𝑙 +

𝜌𝛿Г

𝜖𝜌𝛿
Г ҧ𝑙𝜌Гν · ത𝑢Г𝑑𝛿

ℒ𝜋,𝑁,… = ⋯

Standard Model EFT

[Buchmuller & Wyler’86, Leung et al.’86,

Grzadkowksi et al., 10, Jenkins et al'13, ...]

Low energy EFT

[Cirigliano et al’09, Aebischer al.’15, 

Jenkins et al'18, ...]
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